AN

ARTS & HUM

CC-History

Lodwick, Kathleen L. (PROFESSOR)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Professional Journal (Published)

CC-Spanish

Figueroa-Coddou, Ana B. (ASST PROFESSOR)

Books

Book, Scholarly-New (Published)

CC-Speech Communication

Gutgold, Nichola D. (ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR)

Books

Book, Scholarly-New (Published)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
ARTS & HUM

CC-Communications

Chapin, John R. (PROFESSOR)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Storr, Juliette M. (ASST PROFESSOR)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

CC-History

Szymczak, Robert (ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
Szymczak, R. "The Vindication of Memory: The Katyn Case in the West, Poland, and Russia, 1952-2008.". The Polish Review. The Polish Review, 53(No. 4).

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

CC-Spanish

Bower, Robin M.
Book Reviews

Book Review (Published)
ARTS & HUM

CC-COMM Arts & Sci

McMullen, Wayne J. (ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

CC-Integrative Arts

Greene, Paul D. (ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR)

Book Chapters

Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)

Book Reviews

Book Review (Published)

CC-Theatre Arts

Symmons, James

Other Intellectual Contributions

Dramatic (Publication) Submitted (Published)
DS

ARTS & HUM

CC-Music

Fehrenbach, Paul G. (SENIOR INSTRUCTOR)

Books

Book, Non-Scholarly-New (Published)
http://www2.ds.psu.edu/AcademicAffairs/FacultyInformation/FacultyBios/fehrenbach/Sacred%20Hymns%20for%20Unaccompanied%20Violin/Sacred%20Hymns%20for%20Unaccompanied%20Violin.htm.

CC-SPAN/ITAL/PORT

Gill, Deborah J. (ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR)

Book Chapters

Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)

CC-Visual Art

Vollero, Mary (INSTRUCTOR)

Other Intellectual Contributions

Poster (Published)
ARTS & HUM

CC-French

Crampton-Frenchik, Susan F. (INSTRUCTOR)

Other Intellectual Contributions

Encyclopedia Entry (Published)

CC-History

Precht Jr., James H. (ASST PROFESSOR)

Book Reviews

Book Review (Published)

Other Intellectual Contributions

Encyclopedia Entry (Published)

CC-SPAN/ITAL/PORT

Hoeg, Jerrold V.

Book Chapters

Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)

Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)

Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)
Other Intellectual Contributions

Encyclopedia Entry (Published)

Journal edited (Published)
ARTS & HUM

CC-Communications

Magabo, Myrene A. (INSTRUCTOR)

Other Intellectual Contributions

Video (Published)
Magabo, M. CAS100A Students Speeches and Awards Proceedings.

Digital Teaching e-portfolio (Published)

CC-Philosophy

Ralston, Shane (ASST PROFESSOR)

Books

Book, Scholarly-New (Published)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
http://http://secure.pdcnet.org/teachphil/toc#.

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
http://http://secure.pdcnet.org/teachphil/toc#.

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
http://http://secure.pdcnet.org/teachphil/toc#.

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
http://http://secure.pdcnet.org/teachphil/toc#.

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
http://http://secure.pdcnet.org/teachphil/toc#.

**Non-Refereed Journal Articles**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*


**Book Reviews**

*Book Review (Published)*


*Book Review (Published)*


**Other Intellectual Contributions**

*Review Article (Published)*


*Encyclopedia Entry (Published)*

Book Reviews

MK

ARTS & HUM

CC-History

Charles, Douglas M. (ASST PROFESSOR)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

CC-Integrative Arts

Hepner, Lori A. (ASST PROFESSOR)

Other Intellectual Contributions

Photography Blog (Published)

Artwork in Textbook (Published)

CC-SPAN/ITAL/PORT

Preuss, Mary H. (PROFESSOR)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Book Reviews

Book Review (Published)

Other Intellectual Contributions
Translation or Transcription (Published)
ARTS & HUM

CC-COMM Arts & Sci

Wood, Jennifer K. (ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Other Intellectual Contributions

Blog Post (Published)

CC-History

Hammond, John C. (ASST PROFESSOR)

Books

Book, Scholarly-New (Published)

Book Chapters

Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)

Book, Chapter in Scholarly Book-New (Published)

Book Reviews

Book Review (Published)

CC-Philosophy

Bruckner, Donald W. (ASST PROFESSOR)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
**ARTS & HUM**

CC-COMM Arts & Sci

Schrader, Valerie L. (ASST PROFESSOR)

**Refereed Journal Articles**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)*

**Book Reviews**

*Book Review (Published)*

*Book Review (Published)*

**CC-History**

Aurand, Harold (ASST PROFESSOR)

**Book Reviews**

*Book Review (Published)*

*Book Review (Published)*
ARTS & HUM

CC-History

Nash, Philip (ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR)

Other Intellectual Contributions

*Book Review Essay (Published)*
http://revuedeslivres.net/articles.php?idArt=515&page=actu&PHPSESSID=71413f3f7b44874ce5ad29f0088add46.
ARTS & HUM

CC-History

Stefon, Frederick (ASST PROFESSOR)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Non-Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Professional Journal (Published)
WS

ARTS & HUM

CC-Music

Toman, Sharon A. (SENIOR INSTRUCTOR)

Conference Proceedings

Conference Proceeding (Published)

CC-Spanish

Rivera-Barnes, Beatriz (ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR)

Books

Book, Scholarly-New (Published)
Rivera-Barnes, B. (Author, 75%), & Hoeg, J. (25%) Reading and Writing the Latin American Landscape. Palgrave Macmillan.

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)
Rivera-Barnes, B. Yuyos are Not Weeds. ISLE. Oxford University Press, 16(1), 25.

Other Intellectual Contributions

Poem (Publication) (Published)
Rivera-Barnes, B. Song to the Everglades. Isle. 16(4), pp. 3. Oxford University Press.
ARTS & HUM

CC-COMM Arts & Sci

Eicher-Catt, Deborah (ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR)

Book Reviews

Book Review (Published)

CC-History

Creagh, Cynthia D. (ASST PROFESSOR)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Book Reviews

Book Review (Published)

CC-Speech Communication

Downing, Joe R. (ASST PROFESSOR)

Refereed Journal Articles

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)

Journal Article, Academic Journal (Published)